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ABSTRACT

Adaptation of the Electroslag Welding Process
to Joining of Railroad Rail

Robert Byron Turpin, M.S.
Oregon Graduate Center, 1983

Supervising Professors:
William E. Wood and Jack H. Devletian

For more than fifty years, the use of continuous welded rail has been increasing in American rail track systems. Field welding for repair and maintenance purposes has largely been limited to use of the thermit process. During this same time period, the train car tonnage and speeds have come to exceed the mechanical property limits of the thermit process, which had a relatively high failure rate even during the early years. This investigation entailed adaptation of the consumable guide electroslag welding (E.S.W.-C.G.) process as an alternative for field welding of 136 pound per yard carbon steel rail. The electroslag process was selected for this application because of the sound weld deposits normally produced with the high deposition single-pass welds and its potential for portability through use of an engine-driven generator power source.

The weld sensitive rail chemistry and complex geometry posed a very unusual application for E.S.W., which is normally applied to structural steel plates of uniform thickness. The high E.S.W. heat input and slow cooling rate, however, proved to be advantageous for producing acceptable properties in the weld heat affected zone, and electroslag welded rail
sections are presently being observed in track to determine their actual degree of acceptability.

The success of the E.S.W. application for rail welding (E.S.R.W.) was largely a result of the development of (1) a multi-section copper mold assembly, (2) a unique weld starting method, (3) a plate guide tube that accommodates two electrode wires and regionally affects slag bath heating, and (4) a welding procedure that provides a uniform depth of fusion over the length of the weld joint.
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

Of the welding methods applied to joining railroad rail, only the thermit process has been practical for field maintenance and repair situations. However, greater rail strength requirements to accommodate increased tonnage and train speeds have outdated the mechanical property and quality levels of thermit welds. The objective of this project was to adapt the consumable guide electroslag process with its sound single pass vertical welds, as an alternate field rail welding process.

Major process and procedural variations were required to meet production standards and to compensate for the complex geometry of the rail. To meet practical production standards, the run-in and run-out, normally removed after completion of the weld, had to be modified in order that it be retained or more easily removed. A mold had to be developed that allowed free vertical movement of the slag and weld pool, sufficient guide tube clearance, and compensation for rail shape discontinuities. Procedurally, the changes in rail width from 6 inches at the base to 3/4 inch at the web and to 3 inches at the head required compensation for changes in slag depth and depth of fusion without increasing the welding operator involvement.
1. INTRODUCTION

Continuous welded railroad rail, first used over fifty years ago, has demonstrated significant economic and service improvements over otherwise bolted rail joints. Welded rail not only eliminates frequent maintenance of bolted joint components, it eliminates damage to ties, fasteners, ballast, rolling stock and freight caused by wheel impact on flexible bolted joints. Welded rail has resulted in 15 to 50 percent increased track life and reduction of track maintenance costs by $198 to $1,200 per mile per year according to 1975 statistics.\(^1\) Between 1929 and 1975, average freight car capacity has increased from 45 to 74 tons, with loads reaching 120 tons under acceptable conditions.\(^2\) Continuous welded rail (CWR) is a necessity for the faster and heavier trains and most new rail installations are with CWR. Rail networks in the United States are gradually and systematically converting to the welded rail system.

A survey report in 1975 by D. Hauser,\(^1\) entitled "Methods for Joining of Rail", pointed out that "presently available rail welding and laying facilities limit the conversion of bolted track to CWR to about 6,000 miles per year." When shape and chemistry are considered, the primary difficulty in welding railroad rail is obvious, Figure 1 and Appendix II. The rail shape prohibits use of common welding processes because of high labor cost and skill level requirements. The thermally sensitive rail chemistry further complicates rail joining procedures.\(^3\)
1.1. In-Plant Rail Welding

Rail welding processes can be generally categorized as "in-plant" or "field welding processes." In-plant methods produce the highest quality welds and decidedly the highest production volume. In-plant welding is normally used for joining 39 foot sections of new or reclaimed rail into 1/4-mile ribbon rail sections that are transported to the rail site for installation. Flash welding and gas pressure welding are the most universally accepted in-plant processes.

These methods produce a high volume of good quality welds, but development of alternative techniques like friction welding are also of interest to the railroad industry because of additional energy and cost saving potential.

1.1.1. Flash-Butt Welding. Flash-butt welding is accomplished in an automatic two-step procedure while the rail sections are positioned in a fixture that provides axial movement of one or both rails. Preheating is the first step, and involves butting and separating the mated rail ends repeatedly. During each brief contact, a current of 20,000 to 100,000 amps at 5 to 10 volts is passed through the joint. Each contact and separation creates an arc flash that melts the surface and flashes away any rough points on the rail ends. The cycle is repeated up to 20 times, or until the interface temperature reaches 1,750 to 2,000°F.

The second step involves a final flash under controlled acceleration and contact that causes melting of the rail ends and subsequent expulsion of molten metal and contaminants in an upsetting fashion. Continued
pressure of up to 60 tons is applied until a minimum upset of 0.5 inches and refusal is reached. Welding power is then terminated and the pressure is maintained for a 10 second cooling period. Welds that typically possess 98% of the base metal strength are produced in 3 to 5 minutes. \(^1,4,5\)

\subsection*{1.1.2. Gas Pressure Welding.} Gas pressure welding is similar to flash-butt welding in that heat and pressure are combined to produce joining, but it is actually a solid state process involving diffusion and deformation at the joint interface to produce coalescence rather than a melting of the components. In the weld procedure, rail ends are butted together under pressures of 3,000 to 20,000 pounds and multiple oxyacetylene flames are used to heat a two-inch long area at the joint. As the rail temperature reaches 2,000°F, upsetting begins. As 2,500°F is reached, each rail will have moved 3/8 inch to complete upsetting and joining. With this gas pressure welding method, fluid metal flow is not present in the upset to assist elimination of contaminants as with flash-butt welding, and as a result, weld integrity is more dependent upon proper joint preparation. Total weld time ranges from 5 to 8 minutes, depending upon the rail size, and welds at 93% of the base metal strength are typical. \(^1,5\)

\subsection*{1.1.3. Friction and Inertia Welding.} Friction and inertia welding of rail are only in the research stage, but both hold promise for increased use because of the short welding time, narrow heat affected zone, and low energy requirement (about one-tenth of that for flash welding). \(^1\)
Both processes are performed by spinning a steel disc between the rail ends while axial pressure of up to 15 tons is gradually applied through the rails. The heat generated is controlled by regulating the speed of the rotating disc and the axial force on the rails. As the metal interface is heated to the desired temperature, it softens, disc rotation is stopped, and axial forging pressure is applied.

The primary difference between the two processes is that a braking system is applied to stop the disc in friction welding, while in inertia welding, kinetic energy of a rotating flywheel is used to spin the disc and rotation stops as the kinetic energy is expended.

1.1.4. Summary of In-Plant Welding Processes. Flash and gas pressure welding produce welds that are 92% to 98% as strong as the parent metal. All four previously described processes resulted in production rates that exceeded 80 welds per day in the field. These processes all require complete unspiking and removal of the rail sections for each weld joint and result in significant disruption of rail service. The equipment for rail handling, welding, and rail finishing which involves shearing and grinding of residual weld material must be mounted on specially designed rail cars. An in-track flash welding unit used in the United States costs approximately $500,000, according to Hauser's 1975 survey on rail joining methods. Although these systems are quite efficient for major track upgrading or new installations, they are not practical for routine repair and maintenance.
1.2. Field Rail Welding Requirements and Processes

A viable field rail welding process should produce high integrity welds with minimum disruption of track installation and road service. To meet this objective, the process must be portable, inexpensive, be available for routine repair and maintenance, and require only limited operator skill.

Presently, the predominant field welding method used in the United States is the thermit* process. Most countries use the thermit process to some extent, but references indicate increasing interest and varying degrees of success with enclosed arc, submerged-slag and electroslag welding.

1.2.1. Thermit Welding. There are many variations of the thermit process, but most use the following procedure: With rail ends aligned and spaced 1/2 to 1-1/4 inches apart (depending upon the rail size), a pre-formed sand mold is placed around the rail joint. The rail ends are oxy-fuel preheated to between 950 and 1,000°F through the opening at the top of the mold. After preheating, a specially designed crucible containing iron oxide, granulated aluminum and alloying elements is placed over the mold cavity and the contents are ignited. In a few seconds, the resulting exothermic chemical reaction produces a molten steel and slag pool in excess of 3,500°F. The crucible melt is then tapped into the mold cavity to fuse with the preheated rail ends.

*Thermit—the generic name given to reactions between metal oxides and reducing agents. (Welding Handbook, Vol. I, 7th ed.)
The mold is left in position for at least five minutes after the weld is cast to reduce the cooling rate and improve weld properties. The mold is then removed and the sprue and risers trimmed prior to final finishing by grinding.

The thermit process has a propensity for severe entrapment of non-metallic inclusions and evolved gasses in the fusion zone, Figure 2.6 Thermit welding was restricted to emergency applications in the Russian rail network after 1977, when extensive weld testing indicated only 70% of the rail strength was achieved in the typical weld. The Japanese National Railway has limited thermit welding to a "first-aid" treatment of damaged rail, but because of process speed and mobility, various investigations have been undertaken to improve weld quality.3

1.2.2. Shielded Metal Arc Welding. Shielded metal arc has very limited use for rail joining in the United States, but a variation called "enclosed arc welding" is widely used in Europe and Japan. The process normally requires use of 3/16 inch or larger E-8018 and E-8036 electrodes to fill the 3/4 inch space between rail ends. The rail ends are preheated to 500°C and a removable copper or permanent steel plate is placed beneath the rail base to support the first weld passes. The first weld passes are made with E-8018 electrodes and are started on tabs at each edge of the rail base to prevent arc impingement on the copper backing plate. Slag removal after each pass with the E-8018 electrode is required to avoid entrapment in successive welds. When the weld has progressed to the rail web, the starting tabs are removed and the first of
four levels of weld enclosure blocks are placed over the rail joint, Figure 3.

The remainder of the weld is made with E-8036 electrodes without slag removal between passes. The E-8036 slag has a very low melting point and low viscosity, which allows excess slag removal between each enclosure block and the rail surface. Upon weld completion, slag is removed and the rail head contour is ground. When steel backing plates are used, post-weld removal by a portable milling rig is necessary.\(^7\)

Enclosed arc welding normally requires a 45-55 minute arc time, depending upon the rail size, and post-weld heat treatment of 680°C ± 30° for ten minutes followed by a cooling period of 40 minutes. Full-scale testing of weld sections have repeatedly demonstrated weld properties equal to the rail. Equipment costs are low and the enclosure blocks are reusable. However, the total weld time requires 2-1/2 to 3 hours and relies heavily upon operator skill.\(^3\)

1.2.3. Submerged-Slag Welding. Japanese National Railroad (JNR) observations have determined that fusion welding of rail in the field was too dependent upon operator skill. To overcome operator skill dependency, the JNR developed an automatic process that combines submerged-arc and electroslag welding, known as submerged slag welding.\(^5\) The submerged-arc process is applied until the weld has progressed to the rail web where the transition to electroslag takes place for the remainder of the weld, Figure 4.

The submerged-arc process utilizes a continuous electrode wire system in which the arc for welding is completely covered (submerged) by a
granular flux. The first weld passes are supported and formed by a copper backing placed beneath the rail joint. The backing is lined with solid flux to prevent copper pickup from the eroding action of the arc. The submerged-arc phase normally requires three passes at 800 to 1000 amps, depending upon the rail spacing. After each pass, the slag and unfused flux must be removed from the weld joint by chipping and wire brushing.

When the submerged-arc phase is completed, the welding nozzle is fitted with a consumable guide tube for electroslag welding. A water-cooled copper mold is placed around the rail joint containing the molten metal and slag of the continuous deposit electroslag process. This electroslag process is identical to the tubular consumable guide electroslag process described later as an independent joining method (section 1.2.4.).

Total weld time is normally 30 minutes for each submerged-slag rail weld. In 1971, a special rail car was constructed by the JNR to make field welds using the submerged-slag process, and only favorable results have been reported regarding process efficiency and weld integrity. Characteristics of electroslag welding that can affect submerged-slag weld quality include frequent defects at weld initiation and the requirement for a process stabilization period to establish uniform fusion. Presently, there is no indication that submerged-slag welding of rails has been accepted as a standard field welding method.
1.2.4. Electroslag Welding. Electroslag welding (ESW) has been reportedly used for on-site joining of crane rails in the Soviet Union for the past fifteen years. There are no publications to verify its successful use for railroad rail joining, but electroslag joining has repeatedly been attempted by Australian, Canadian, and Soviet groups.

Electroslag welding is typically applied to plate material in excess of 3/4 inch in thickness as in ship and bridge construction, and utilizes a single pass in the vertical position. The process produces coalescence of metals with a molten slag bath that melts the filler metal and the surfaces of the members being welded. The process is initiated by an arc that melts a predetermined quantity of flux and forms a 1-1/2 inch nominal slag bath depth. As the slag bath is formed, the arc is extinguished and the conductive molten slag is maintained in excess of 3,800°F by resistance to current passing through the slag.

The slag bath and molten metal are contained in the weld joint by molds made from copper, ceramic, or other suitable material depending upon the application, Figure 5. Water cooling is often applied to protect the mold and to accelerate cooling rates. The shape of the weld reinforcement is determined by relief provided in the molds.

Arc initiation and slag bath development is normally confined to a starting block (run-in) that extends 3 to 4 inches below the weld members, and the last 3 or 4 inches of weld performed in run-out blocks above the weld members. Both are removed upon weld completion to insure uniform ingress and egress of the fusion pattern and to eliminate defects inherent with weld initiation and termination.
Electroslag welding can deposit up to 45 pounds of weld per hour with a single electrode, and multiple electrodes can be used for high deposition in thicker weldments. Oscillating the electrode improves the thermal distribution and allows further increases in weld thickness to be achieved for a given number of electrodes. A detailed description of consumable guide electroslag welding and its applications will be presented in section 1.3.

There are two major variations in the electroslag process, known as the consumable guide method and the conventional or non-consumable guide method. The consumable guide method uses a 1/2 inch or 5/8 inch tubular guide to position the electrode at the center of the weld joint and provide welding power to the electrode for the duration of the weld. The guide tube melts just above or at the surface of the slag bath and becomes part of the weld deposit; thus, the name consumable guide tube.

The conventional electroslag process uses a curved electrode guide or snorkel that extends over the edge of the mold to direct the electrode into the slag bath, Figure 6. An appropriate electrode stickout distance is maintained to protect the snorkel from the heat of the slag bath, and a plate crawler or special fixture is used to raise the snorkel and mold as the weld progresses.

V. I. Svetlopolyanskii at Volgograd Institute of Municipal Transport Engineers reported welding of tram rails using a plate electrode, which is a variation of the tubular consumable guide. The plate guide tube design was similar to the one used for crane rail welding by L. N. Kopetman and Kn. Mukanaev, who also developed a conventional electroslag
procedure for crane rail, Figures 7 and 8. In the conventional application, the proximity of the two curved guides was adjusted to the mold contour as the weld entered the rail web.

1.3. Electroslag Welding

Standard welding procedures with the consumable guide electroslag process only requires periodic flux additions, cooling shoe movement, and minor amperage and voltage adjustments to maintain superficially acceptable weld conditions. The weld metal pool and subsequent solidified weld are never visible because of the slag bath position, and a clear view of the slag bath is restricted by the weld members and cooling shoes during most of the weld. As a result, diligence on behalf of the operator is required to prevent excessive variation in welding conditions, particularly where quality control is limited to post-weld visual examination.

To properly adapt and utilize ESW for other than plate welding, it is essential to understand the effects of amperage, voltage, wire feed rate, slag pool conditions, and guide tube position, as well as the thermal effects attributable to the base metal and mold characteristics. In addition to in-process variables, it is important to be cognizant of process options, including guide tube oscillation, type and number of guide tubes, joint spacing, and flux chemistry.

In heavy section plate welding, ESW has an approximate ten-fold production rate advantage over other processes, but it has been limited to applications where impact strength or transverse tensile requirements
are minimal. Low strength characteristics inherent to a large weld pool with a slow solidification rate are also attributable to the wide range of weld parameters that produce visually acceptable welds.\textsuperscript{16}

Several groups have studied the effects of process variables in efforts to improve weld properties.\textsuperscript{17-34} Among the most comprehensive of these investigations is one by S. Venkataraman,\textsuperscript{17} entitled "Effects of Process Variables and Microstructure on the Properties of Electroslag Weldments". He presented the effects of in-process variables upon weld morphology as well as those of guide tube design innovations and low frequency weld pool vibration. A significant result of Venkataraman's investigation was development of an ESW procedure that produces weld metal properties equivalent to the 2 inch thick ANSI/ASTM A588 steel base metal.

1.3.1. Weld Initiation. While not an arc welding process, the ESW slag bath is initiated by establishing an open arc between the electrode wire and a weld run-in tab. Power settings for weld initiation are normally 45 volts and 500 amperes for the commonly used 3/32 inch diameter electrode. During this arc initiation period, flux is gradually added in a premeasured amount to produce a 1-1/2 inch deep slag pool in approximately one minute. As soon as the slag bath is established with stable amperage and voltage readings, the power setting should be adjusted to meet the requirements of the specific welding situation.

Two common practices are employed to improve arc starting:

(1) the electrode should have a sharply pointed end to improve contact with the starting plate.
A ball of clean steel wool may be placed between the electrode and the arc initiation surface.

A less common but more dependable procedure is to pour molten slag into the weld joint as the power is initiated. When proper starting procedures are not followed, stubbing may occur. This results when the electrode makes contact with the starting surface without arcing. Electrode stubbing often causes deflection of the guide tube and subsequent short-circuiting between the guide tube and the base metal. This condition normally requires partial disassembly and re-adjustment of the weld set-up before successful weld initiation can be made. Excessive voltage or insufficient amperage setting may result in a similar situation, since the resulting excessive arc length will cause fusion of the electrode with the end of the guide tube. With a multiple electrode system, occurrence of burnback on one electrode is not as harmful in that the remaining electrode will establish the slag bath. Then, as the obstructed guide tube is melted by the advancing slag, electrode feed resumes.

To initiate an E.S.W. multiple electrode weld, each electrode must be started separately. As soon as the arc is initiated with the first electrode, a proportional amount of the premeasured flux is added. As the slag bath forms under the adjacent electrode, the second electrode feeder is engaged and the allotted flux added. This procedure is repeated for all successive electrodes until the slag bath is fully established.
1.3.2. Welding Power Parameters. Electroslag welding requires a remotely controlled constant voltage power supply, electrode wire feeder, and guide tube positioning fixture as shown in Figure 9. These components and controls are essentially the same as used for gas metal arc, submerged arc, and other continuous electrode welding processes. With this continuous electrode process, the current and electrode metal transfer is restricted to a narrow plasma column between the electrode and weld puddle. With ESW, welding power and electrode (+ guide tube) metal transfer takes place within the much larger area of a conductive slag bath; yet, the effect of power variations are equally as sensitive.

To state that voltage determines arc length and amperage determines electrode feed speed as with other constant voltage continuous electrode processes would be a gross oversimplification of their effects. Assuming an ohmic (E = IR) model, the relationship of amperage and voltage can be described. Jones et al.\textsuperscript{19} have proposed that for a particular slag depth and composition, the deposition rate, depth of fusion, and solidification pattern are controlled by the current and voltage. Assuming that current follows the path of least resistance, there are three possible modes of current transfer through the slag bath as shown in Figure 10.

A high voltage and low amperage results in short electrode extension into the slag bath and limits the current path to the area between the electrode surface and the plates being welded. This generates the majority of heat at the top of the slag bath and results in thermal losses through radiation and subsequent reduction in depth of fusion.
The other extreme, low voltage at proportionately high amperage, results in electrode extension nearly to the bottom of the slag bath. This enhances current flow between the end of the electrode and the weld metal pool while reducing current flow between the electrode surface and plate edges. Furthermore, concentration of heat at the center of the weld pool reduces penetration at the plate edges and may even lead to lack of fusion.

Moderate voltage and amperage conditions provide electrode extension such that a current flow balance is established between the electrode, both plate edges, and the weld pool. This condition produces a fusion pattern that provides complete fusion with both weld members and the most efficient use of energy.

Voltage variation has the greatest effect on heat input and depth of fusion, and should be carefully controlled since it directly influences dilution and microstructure. For example, a 3 volt increase at 500 amperes produces a gain of 1500 watts in welding power. Two inch steel plates welded with various guide tube designs and joint spacing exhibit a 10% increase in base metal dilution with only a 3 volt increase, Figure 11. Since voltage is the major determinant of fusion depth, it has a greater effect on electrode position during welding than was described in the fixed slag depth model of Figure 10. If a constant volume of slag was maintained during welding, an adjustment in voltage would change the slag depth and consequently the electrode/slag contact area, which compounds the effect of the voltage change.
It is important to avoid any voltage fluctuation, but it is particularly important at high voltage conditions. Solari et al.\textsuperscript{20} have shown that welding at high voltage produces a penetration pattern as shown in Figure 12. A sudden drop in voltage will cause slag entrapment beneath the overhanging base metal as the subsequent reduction in depth of fusion occurs.

The effect of current can be considered by fixing the voltage and adjusting the wire feed rate. Since an increase in current increases the energy input per unit surface area of weld, it might be expected that deeper penetration and greater heat affected zone width would result. It has been shown that the opposite occurs; since an increase in current requires an increase in electrode feed rate, the weld pool velocity is increased and the energy input per unit of weld surface area decreases.\textsuperscript{17,21} More simply stated, increased weld velocity decreases the time that the molten flux is in contact with any given point on the weld surface.

A less significant factor in energy input is the current and electrode feed-rate relationship since it is not linear, but rather that current is proportional to the square root of the electrode feed rate, Figure 13.\textsuperscript{20-22} The net effect of current change at a constant voltage is that increased current increases weld pool depth and deposition rate. R. W. Frost et al.\textsuperscript{21} reported that an increase in the current at a constant voltage reduced the depth of fusion and under extreme conditions resulted in lack of side wall fusion.

Venkataraman and other investigators have used the weld form factor, which is the width to depth ratio of the weld pool, to aid in determining
the effects of parameter variations.\textsuperscript{17,19-21,23} The weld pool shape, and hence the form factor, are identified by measurement of solute dumping lines that are revealed by macroetching the longitudinal vertical center section of the weld. The effects of current variation at a constant voltage, voltage variation at constant current, and slag bath conductivity are schematically depicted by the solute bands, Figures 14-16.

1.3.3. Welding Current. The single electrode consumable guide method of electroslag welding normally uses direct current electrode positive welding power. With three or more electrodes, D.C. welding power creates a magnetic field that often results in excessive slag pool turbulence and a preferential fusion pattern to one weld member. However, when alternating current is used for one or all of the electrodes, a more balanced penetration pattern is obtained.

1.3.4. Flux and Slag. Chemical electroslag flux properties vary greatly and even from lot to lot by the same manufacturer. Variations in electrical resistance between fluxes have an effect on the weld pool similar to voltage variation, Figure 14. The electrical resistance of the flux directly influences slag bath temperature, thus affecting weld penetration. High resistance restricts current flow and results in a cold slag bath. Low slag resistance allows excessive current flow and creates slag overheating. The flux composition should minimize resistance variations as the slag temperature changes, or accurate power control will be difficult. Flux composition should also be matched to alloys in order to prevent undesirable removal of elements through fluxing.
Improper flux chemistry may not only affect alloy transfer, but it may change the electrical resistance of the slag bath as element concentrations change.

In addition to resistivity, slag viscosity is important. The slag must be fluid enough to prevent entrapment or restrict weld pool flow, but viscous enough to prevent excessive leaking around the cooling shoes. Fluxes containing calcium fluoride are often used for starting the weld because of increased slag fluidity that accelerates transition from the arc to the slag mode. Therefore, to assure consistent reproducible results, careful consideration of flux chemistry and properties must be taken into account.

Maintaining the proper slag depth is essential to production of sound welds. An excessively deep slag bath reduces thermal efficiency because of the increased volume of slag to be heated and the increased contact with the weld members. Under this condition, the weld pool becomes deeper and narrower, which can result in hot-cracking at the weld center. On the other hand, a shallow slag bath results in large scale fluctuation in amperage and voltage, violent slag action, and in extreme conditions, arcing across the top of the slag pool. When the slag depth is reduced, depth of fusion is reduced and surface contaminants that are normally removed may remain in the weld. Microcracking at grain boundaries in the weld center has also been associated with low slag depth.

A slag layer is deposited between the cooling shoe and the weld surface that results in a constant depletion of the slag bath. Thus,
properly controlled flux additions are necessary to maintain the slag depth at approximately 1-1/2 inches to avoid the aforementioned problems.

A common method for monitoring slag depth is to quickly plunge a probe (usually a piece of electrode) to the bottom of the weld pool, then withdraw it for examination, much like the oil dipstick in an automobile engine. Frequently, slag depth is monitored by the operator's sensitivity to the sound of the arc and observation of the slag bath turbulence. With either monitoring method, the flux must be added intermittently and subjectively as to the proper volume. Limited success in constant slag bath maintenance has been achieved through use of a flux coated guide tube that resembles a shielded metal arc electrode, but this allows little tolerance for variations in welding conditions.

Venkataraman has shown that the slag level can be accurately produced and maintained by monitoring the welding current with an oscilloscope or chart recorder. Proper slag depth produced a stable amperage trace, but as the slag depth decreased to one inch, intermittent spikes of medium amplitude were observed. A proportional increase in frequency and amplitude of the amperage trace occurred as the slag depth decreased to 1/2 inch where severe arcing began. In addition to monitoring the effects of slag depletion, he was able to determine that random bulk flux addition can be detrimental to weld stability by changing the slag temperature and resistance. An example of the inefficiency of random flux addition was the occasional presence of unmelted flux in the slag coating of the completed weld.
For a given weld geometry, the rate of slag depletion was determined and a flux metering device was adapted to provide continuous flux addition at that same rate. The result was a constant slag depth that allowed more accurate control of welding parameters. By continuing to monitor the current, it was found that minor adjustments in the flux feeder could compensate for unintentional slag losses and joint geometry variations. When proper slag depth and power settings were established at the weld initiation, stability provided by continuous metered flux additions largely eliminated the need for additional adjustments during the remainder of the weld.

1.3.5. Joint Spacing, Guide Tube Position and Grounding. Joint spacing for consumable guide electroslag welding ranges from 1 to 1-3/4 inches and is determined by three general factors. The primary performance consideration is to provide sufficient guide tube clearance from the cooling shoes and weld members. The remaining factors are more difficult to determine and involve the dilution of the weld metal, depth of fusion, and the distortion based upon the overall weld geometry.

Welds have been made with joint spacing as narrow as 3/4 inch using standard 1/2 inch guide tubes. Narrower joint spacing increases the welding speed because of the reduction of area, but increased arcing and slag turbulence also occur because of the reduced guide tube clearance. Extra care must be taken to insulate and center the guide tube in narrower weld joints. If the guide tube makes contact with a weld member, it will cause short circuiting, which usually fuses the guide tube to the member and terminates the weld.
Venkataraman has shown that by decreasing the joint spacing with all other parameters constant, the depth of fusion (thus, base metal dilution) will increase linearly with minimal effect upon the form factor. If a specific composition of the weld deposit is required, the dilution must be considered.

An advantage of the electroslag process is the low rate of distortion that occurs during welding. The uniform axial distortion that does take place is easily compensated for by progressively increasing the joint spacing (.015 inch per foot of weld). The location of the guide tube in the weld joint has a significant effect upon the symmetry of the weld fusion pattern. The intensity of heat generated near the electrode can be up to an order of magnitude greater than the heat near the slag-base metal interface and will result in greater heating and depth of fusion in the plate closest to the electrode. The location of the ground attachment has an effect similar to guide tube positioning in that if only one plate is grounded, a preferential current path may be established. This will result in a greater heating of the grounded member. The results of variations in guide tube position and grounding are shown in Figure 17. Since the weld width is determined by voltage conditions, there is minimal effect upon weld size and grain pattern when guide tube or ground positions are varied. However, to avoid asymmetry in the weld fusion pattern, even to the extent of incomplete fusion at one side, the guide tube must be straight and centered in the weld joint, and both weld members must be grounded.
1.3.6. Guide Tube Effects. The main function of the guide tube is to deliver the electrode to the proper location in the slag bath. It provides electrical contact as close to the slag as possible and thus avoids excessive resistance heating of the electrode wire. The standard guide tube is made from cold-drawn low carbon steel in 1/2 or 5/8 inch outside diameter and 1/8 inch inside diameter. The end of the guide tube is normally in contact with the top of the slag bath but occasionally melts off above the surface or extends slightly beneath the slag surface. Since the guide tube is used to provide electrical contact for the electrode, it is also a source for electrical conductivity to the slag bath when the two are in contact. It is generally recognized that the guide tube carries approximately 35 to 40% of the power to the slag bath, with the remainder being carried by the electrode wire. By using a guide tube with greater cross section and different shape, higher current settings may be used, and the slag bath thermal patterns altered to concentrate or distribute heat as desired. Enhanced guide tube geometry is a more effective method of heat distribution than guide tube oscillation because it limits the occasional arcing and slag entrapment that can occur with oscillation.

Venkataraman fabricated a "winged guide tube" by welding two 1/4 inch steel strips of appropriate width to a 1/4 inch tube. The winged guide tube was used to weld 2 inch steel plates with 3/4 inch joint spacing at twice the amperage used with the standard guide tube. This resulted in a 66% reduction in weld time, and a 50% reduction in specific heat input.
1.3.7. Electrode Variations. Solid uncoated 3/32 inch diameter electrodes are normally used for electroslag welding. Copper coated electrodes used with gas metal arc and submerged metal arc are not recommended for the ESW of consumable guide process since the copper coating tends to build up in the heated guide tube and interfere with the electrode feed. Electrodes of less than 3/32 inch diameter are too flexible to be pushed through the guide tube and require excessive feed rates to meet higher current requirements. Larger electrode diameters have little advantage over the 3/32 inch electrode and are more difficult to feed through the guide tube because of deflection from the electrode cast.

Electrode wire cast is a problem recognized in other continuous electrode process and is remedied by the use of a wire straightening roll where the electrode enters the drive roles of the feeder. In the ESW process, cast removal is especially important since the wire is not visible in the slag bath, and its adverse effect will be unnoticed until the weld is completed. Wire cast causes the electrode to curve to one side as it exits the guide tube and has the same effect as moving the guide tube to one side as discussed earlier. To maintain symmetry within the slag bath and, thus, within the fusion pattern, the electrode stickout must be as straight as possible for one inch beyond the end of the guide tube.\textsuperscript{17,26} Careful adjustment of the wire straightener is required during the weld setup while the electrode is visible.

Multiple electrodes can be used as the material thickness exceeds the capability of a single electrode. When multiple electrodes are required, a power source is recommended for each electrode. The power
sources must be paralleled with a common control so that all electrodes and power sources function as a unit. The guide tubes must be bridged or a specially designed plate guide may be used, but welding control will be unstable if the guide tubes are not rigidly positioned to act as a single guide tube.

The distance between electrodes has a significant effect upon the shape of the weld pool and "maximum" depth of fusion into the weld members. Eregin has developed a method for calculating the shape of penetration for multiple electrode electroslag welding. Figure 18 shows a comparison of calculated and actual penetration shapes and demonstrates the penetration pattern resulting from variations in the number of and distance between electrodes.

Patchett has shown the extreme conditions for electrode spacing on a two electrode system in Figure 19. He has proposed that a practical balance in electrode spacing be one-half the plate thickness and electrode-to-shoe distance be one-quarter of the plate thickness, up to a maximum plate thickness of about 125mm.

Strip electrodes, also known as ribbon or plate electrodes, have been used with varying degrees of success by several investigators. Delawari et al. have shown that the strip electrode system has a melting rate 30% greater than the wire system. It has also been shown that the use of a properly positioned strip electrode, as wide as the weld joint and combined with a low conductivity flux, will increase weld velocity and reduce base metal dilution, undercut, and heat input.
1.3.8. Weld Position. The ESW process is normally performed in a vertical orientation.\textsuperscript{14} This allows a more precise control of the large weld pool as well as the guide tube positioning. Paton\textsuperscript{23} has placed a limit on weld axis inclination at 10 to 15 degrees from vertical.

Jones et al.\textsuperscript{19} has shown that the significant difference between vertical and non-vertical welds is that the fusion zone exhibits a skewed cross section, although the initial cavity was circular in cross section. Figure 20 contains a schematic representation of a 45 degree electroslag weld made by filling the 1 inch inside diameter of a 3-1/8 inch O.D. steel tube. Preferential radiation preheating of the upper weld surface was the major cause of penetration and H.A.Z. anisotrophy. Mathematical models have been established to study the slag bath and radiant heating, but according to Jones, none are sufficient for a system composed of more than one surface, or when surfaces are at different temperatures.\textsuperscript{19}

Jones also determined that non-vertical electroslag welds are quite sensitive to welding parameters, and that resulting non-uniformity of thermal patterns in small angle welds is much more sensitive to parameter values than in large angle welds. Welds were made at angles of up to 60 degrees with satisfactory penetration by maintaining tight control of amperage and voltage.
2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1. Material

Southern Pacific Transportation Company provided randomly selected sections of rail steel in order to reflect the range of geometric tolerances encountered in actual service. Each section complied with American Railway Engineering Association and American Society for Testing and Materials (AREA/ASTM) specifications for 136 pound per yard rail. Rails were cut to 18 inch lengths and used for all of the developmental welds. Two 5-foot sections of 136 pound per yard chromium molybdenum rail were supplied for full-scale testing at the conclusion of the initial project. The AREA/ASTM rail chemistry specifications and chemistry of rail supplied by Southern Pacific Transportation Company are shown in Table I.

The same commercial fused flux was used for all welds in this project. PF-201 flux (Hobart Bros., Inc.) was used for the major portion of the slag bath, and PF-203 was used for weld starting as recommended by the manufacturer. Flux chemistry is proprietary, but both fluxes are described by the manufacturer as "neutral".

Three variations of 3/32 inch diameter electrode were used during process development. One electrode was the AWS E70S-3, an uncoated carbon steel electrode commonly used with ESW plate welding; second, an AWS E70T-G electrode with powdered steel core and without copper coating;* and thirdly, a copper coated AWS ER90S-B3 alloyed electrode with 2-1/4Cr-1Mo.**

---

* Metal-cor 6, Airco Welding Products, Clermont Terrace, Union, New Jersey
** AS-521, Acco/Page, Bowling Green, Kentucky
2.2. Equipment

A commercially available electroslag system was used for this project as shown in Figure 21.* Two 750 ampere, 100% duty cycle constant voltage rectifier power sources were paralleled to provide undiminishing weld power as high as 1500 amperes and 58 volts. The system was equipped with a dual electrode drive unit including the torch, guide tube clamping assemblies, and electrode spool mounts. This assembly was attached to an x-y positioning fixture. The fixture was designed to clamp directly over the weld joint on material up to 3-1/4 inches thick. It was equipped with an optional electrode oscillating unit that was variable in travel speed, distance, and directional change dwell time.

A remote control panel provided common control and monitoring over both power sources. The voltage was controlled by a single variable transformer and voltmeter on the remote panel. The amperage was controlled by a single variable transformer labeled wire feed speed control, but an ammeter for each power source was provided. The remaining items on the remote panel included the weld start-stop switch, wire feed direction switch, a manual electrode feed switch labeled "inch control", and a section with oscillator speed control and off/auto/manual selection switch.

A strip chart recorder was used to record the amperage and voltage during all welds and a digital voltmeter was added to the system to provide more accurate monitoring and control. A jet-Line electrode feedrate meter was incorporated to monitor the electrode feed in inches per minute.

*Porta-slag, Hobart Brothers Co., Troy, Ohio
The chart recorder was used on selected welds to verify the relationship of electrode velocity to other variables, but the feedrate was noted by the operator for all other welds. A metered flux feeding device as described in Venkataraman's\textsuperscript{17} work was used to add the flux at the weld start until the desired slag depth had been established.

2.3. Weld Set-Up

In each weld set-up, the rails were placed on a solid base and one section was securely clamped to maintain a reference. Rail sections were matched gage side to gage side, and the joint spacing was evaluated over the range of 5/8 to 1-1/4 inches. The nominal joint spacing was established at the rail base, and a 1/16 inch per lineal foot incline (crown) was set on each rail to increase the joint spacing at the rail head, Figure 22.

The electrode feeder was then attached to the secured rail section and the guide tube positioned symmetrically in the joint. When joint spacing or guide tube flexibility created possible contact with the rail ends, commercial ring-shaped guide tube insulators were wedged between the guide tube and rail ends.\textsuperscript{*}

The basic mold components, consisting of the starting block, mold shoes, and runout, were positioned around the weld joint as symmetrically as possible. Guide tube clearance with the mold members was carefully checked during each set-up to avoid contact or arcing during the weld.

\textsuperscript{*} Hobart Portaslag Insulators, Part #S5 17100-54
Poor fit-up between the mold and rail surfaces was remedied by performing additional shaping of the mold or by filling gaps with refractory cement.

2.4. Guide Tube Evaluation

Guide tube designs were developed based on results of preceding welds, starting with the 1/4-inch plate design described in section 4.4. Each design was evaluated subjectively by the operator during welding. The efficiency of slag bath formation, freedom of electrode movement, controllability of welding amperage, and stability of position in the weld joint were observed. Heat distribution between the guide tube and slag bath was determined by examination of the completed weld for uniformity of fusion and slag covering.

2.5. Mold Evaluation

Mold materials, including OFHC copper, graphite, bonded refractory and casting sand were evaluated by visual examination following application in a basic rail weld. Mold material erosion or gross contamination of the weld metal were unacceptable. Examination was also conducted for mold material outgassing, adhesion to the slag layer, and arc impingement, but these conditions were not considered crucial enough to disqualify the material without further testing.

An important consideration in the mold cavity design was the ease of post weld mold removal. For expendable molds, the material merely had to be easily removed for weld inspection. For reusable molds, the material had to part from the weld without damage to either surface.
2.6. Weld Inspection

Visual examination of the weld was directed to undercutting, overlapping, weld cracking, and lack of fusion as well as the conditions specifically listed in sections 2.4 and 2.5. When visual examination of the weld indicated a defect-free product, or if more detail was required than observable by surface examination, the weld and heat affected zone of the rail were sectioned as shown in Figure 23. Each section was surface ground under a steady coolant flow to an 8 G finish on the S-22 microfinish comparator.* After removing grinding residue, the sections were etched with a 10% nitric acid/methanol solution until the grain structure was clearly visible. Etching was stopped by successive tap water and ethanol rinses followed by hot air drying. Sectioning allowed examination for piping porosity, slag inclusion, hot cracking, and lack of fusion.

For a more quantitative analysis, welds were sectioned to measure form-factor, depth of fusion, and the heat affected zone area. Surface and weld cross sectional analysis were combined with the amperage/voltage traces and electrode feed-rate, to aid in determining procedural modifications.

Even though sulfur printing is normally intended for identifying sulful concentrations, it was also used in this investigation to enhance form-factor and fusion boundary identification as shown in Figure 24. Sulfur prints were taken from weld sections prepared in the same manner as for etching. The sulfur printing procedure is described in section 2

*GAR Precision Products Inc., Microfinish Comparator, Stanford, CT.
of the Appendix. All samples were numbered, coated with a transparent protective finish, and stored for further analysis.
3. RESULTS

3.1. Equipment

The final equipment required for consumable guide electroslag rail welding (ESRW) included two constant voltage 750 ampere 100% duty cycle power sources, a common control unit as described in section 2.2, and a dual electrode feeder and spool mount. The electrode feeder was attached to an x-y positioner which was clamped to the head of the rail as shown in Figure 25. The mounts for the sixty pound electrode coils were separated from the electrode feeder, and six foot flexible conduits were used to guide the electrode between the two units. The wire feed meter and flux metering device were incorporated with the electrode feeder over the weld joint.

Five pieces of OFHC copper were cast to form the mold set. These components are identified in Figure 26 as a starting block, two water cooled side shoes, and a two-piece runout block. The starting block dimensions are 2 x 6 x 8-5/8 inches with a 7/8 x 2 x 7-3/8 inch weld starting recess centrally on the top surface. Five vent slots 1/4 x 1/4 inch were milled from both sides of the 7-3/8 inch weld starting recess, parallel with the rail bottom and extending to the edge of the starting block. The vent slots were spaced on 1-1/4 inch centers with the middle slot centered on the block. Commercially available 1/4-inch weld backing ceramic (primarily magnesium silicate), was cut as required and used to line the weld starting recess. A 6-inch long insert fabricated from one 1/4 x 1 inch strap and two 0.059 x 0.6 inch strips of SAE/AISI 1010 steel,
was placed on top of the ceramic and formed to provide electrical contact with the rail base, Figure 27.

Shoes were formed to fit the gage and opposite sides of the rail and marked accordingly. Each shoe was 6-5/8 inches high and extends from the bottom of the rail to 5/8 inch below the top of the rail head. Two 7/16 inch water passages were drilled through each shoe parallel to the rail head and are attached to a 13-gallon recirculating water cooler by 1/4 inch hose.

The runout block was cast in one piece with a groove across the bottom that is contoured to match the top of the rail head. The groove positions the 2 x 6 x 8-5/8 inch block in alignment with the side shoes and the runout passage over the weld joint. The runout passage has 1-3/4 x 3-1/4 inches with a one inch radius on the edges where the weld enters from the rail head. The block was cut into two equal parts transverse to the rail and through the center of the run-out passage.

The guide tube was fabricated from commercial 1/2 inch electroslag guide tube stock and 1/2 inch SAE/AISI 1010 steel plate, Figure 28.* Approximately 3/4 inch of electrode stickout was provided by recessing the commercial guide tube 1/2 inch from the end of the fabricated guide tube. When the rail guide tube was positioned in the weld joint, 3/8 inch clearance remained between it and each rail end, and 1/4 inch minimum clearance with each side shoe. The relative positions of the guide tube, rail profile, and mold cavity are shown in Figure 29. Weld area calculations starting at the bottom of the rail base were performed by

---

*Hobart type 48 Porta-slag guide 1/2 inch (13mm) O.D., 1/8 inch (3mm) I.D.
sectioning a weld horizontally at 1/4-inch intervals and measuring the section surfaces. A plot of the guide tube, weld joint, and weld metal cross sectional areas are shown in Figure 30.

3.2. Electroslag Rail Welding Procedure

1. The rail sections are to be aligned and spaced 1-1/4 inches apart with a 1/16 inch incline (crown) per foot of rail. The rail ends should be cut perpendicular to the running surface and clean.

2. Place the starting block with the insulation and insert symmetrically beneath the rail joint, insuring that the starting insert has positive contact with the rail base.

3. The guide tube is attached to the electrode feeder and one electrode is extended 1/2 inch beyond the end of one tube. The other electrode is positioned approximately ten inches short of the end of the second tube. Each electrode end must be cut to produce a sharp point (electrode type specified to match rail chemistry).

4. Attach the positive welding cable (DCEP) and the guide tube to the electrode feeder, then clamp the feeder to the head of the rail. The guide tube must be positioned symmetrically in the weld joint and have two insulators placed over the end to provide a 0.15 inch minimum spacing between the guide tube and starting insert.

5. Securely clamp one ground lead to each rail base, approximately ten inches from the weld joint.
6. Both side shoes are then clamped in position on their respective sides of the rail while insuring that the guide tube has proper clearance and the mold cavity is formed symmetrically over the weld joint.

7. With the same precautions as in step 6, place both runout block halves in position.

8. Check the fit-up of all mold components relative to each other and the surface of the rail. Seal any areas at the outer edges that fail to make contact by applying a small quantity of suitable insulating cement.*

9. Preheat the starting block and rail base to between 450° and 600°F with an approved oxyfuel torch.

10. Start the weld at 31 volts and 1100 amperes. As the arc is established with the second electrode, the primary consideration is to maintain 31 volts and 50 inches per minute electrode feedrate. As the slag bath contacts the bottom of the guide tube, amperage will automatically increase to approximately 1800 amperes and then gradually decline as the larger base of the guide tube is consumed. As the amperage declines, gradually increase the electrode feedrate to stabilize 1100 amperes and maintain that amperage for the remainder of the weld.

11. Steadily add 100 grams of PF203 starting flux through the top of the mold cavity as the arc is started so that it is completely deposited within 10 seconds. The automatic flux feeder must start at the same time as the arc,

*For this investigation, Keen No. 1 Plus, Keen Corporation, Vienna, WV 26105
and at the rate of 180 grams per minute deposit 450 grams of PF201 running flux. The flux addition and total slag volume should be achieved within 2-1/3 minutes of the weld start.

12. Start water circulation through the side shoes 2-1/2 to 3 minutes after starting the weld, and continue water cooling for five minutes after the shoes have been removed from the completed weld.

13. When the top of the slag bath has reached the top of the runout block, terminate the weld.

14. Within 10 seconds of terminating the weld power, separate one side of the runout block and drain the molten slag into a suitable receptacle. Then remove the hot runout blocks.

15. As quickly as possible after removing the runout blocks, remove the weld runout with a hot chisel or other suitable device.

16. Remove the side shoes and starting block, chip the slag from all weld surfaces, and visually inspect the weld and heat affected zone.

17. Grind the weld area at the head of the rail using the same procedure and equipment as specified in the General Rules Regulations and Practices manual pertaining to thermit welding (Appendix section 3).
3.3. Repair Procedure

In the event that undercut or underfill conditions exist at the edge of the weld, remove all slag and contaminants in preparation for filling the defect with the shielded metal arc process. A 1/8 inch AWS E8018 electrode is required for use on ESRW standard carbon rail applications. The repair weld must be made before the defective area cools to below 450°F. The repair weld profile must be minimized and formed to blend with the electroslag weld to rail surface transition. All shielded arc welds must be made from the edge of the rail base toward the rail web and terminate in the electroslag weld metal. No shielded arc weld will be made in the downward inclination or shall it terminate on rail steel.

3.4. Weld Description

The weld produced by following the procedure in section 3.2 was completed in an average of 19-1/2 minutes and deposited 15 pounds of weld metal. The slag bath depth at the rail base was a minimum 3/4 inch and increased to 1-1/2 inches by the time it reached the top of the runout.

The weld starting deposit extends 5/8 inch beneath the rail base and is 1-3/4 inches from the fusion boundary of one rail base to the other. The weld reinforcement extends 3/8 inch beyond each side of the rail base and gradually tapers to the lower edge of the rail head where it is ground to match the head contour. An example of the final weld after slag removal and finish grinding is shown in Figure 31.
4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Approach

Adaptation of ESW to rail joining was complex since many, if not all the process variables are interrelated and have a substantial influence that prohibits quantitative analysis of individual variable influences. For example, the starting block size and composition were determined by the joint spacing, electrode position, guide tube size, arc starting method, and time required to establish the slag bath. In turn, joint spacing was dependent upon how successfully the slag bath was established prior to passing through the rail base, and how much dilution of the rail steel could be tolerated metallurgically, as well as the thermal effect of the varying rail cross section upon the slag temperature.

Little or no information was available concerning high quality weld starts, rapid establishment of the slag bath, welding of joints with varying cross section, or irregular guide tube and weld reinforcement patterns. As a result, the objective of the first welds involved evaluation of a guide tube design based upon the one shown in Figure 7.8,9

The joint spacing, power setting and flux addition were determined by electroslag recommendations for a four inch plate weld using two electrodes and a steel starting sump. Solid copper shoes that allowed a 3/8 inch guide tube clearance were used on the sides of the rail, as seen in Figure 32.

Results of the first welds indicated that the guide tube had potential for producing an acceptable rail weld, but that modifications would
be required to improve mold cooling and the fusion pattern at the rail base, Figure 33. From this point, the development of the starting method, guide tube, mold, and welding procedure were approached synergistically, with each weld reflecting changes in conditions derived from the preceding effort.

4.2. Starting Block

Post weld removal and heat flow were the two major considerations involved in developing the starting block. An insulating layer placed between an electrically conductive consumable starting insert and the supporting block met both of these requirements, Figure 34. Insulating materials were selected and tested based upon their expected tolerance to high temperatures and chemical compatibility with the slag and weld pool. Graphite plates, high temperature refractory, fused fluxes, and magnesium silicate ceramic tiles were tested. With the exception of one magnesium silicate ceramic, conditions of outgassing, excessive melting, and weld metal contamination were sufficient to disqualify each material without further evaluation.

The magnesium silicate ceramic that provided satisfactory results was a proprietary weld backing ceramic, and the exact composition is unavailable. Additional advantages to the ceramic insulation are that it melts on the weld contact surface to provide a compatible slag coating on the weld start, and the remainder of the ceramic forms a smooth, rounded contour under the weight of the weld deposit, Figure 35.
The starting block was designed to provide electrical contact with the rail for arc starting and maintain it until the slag bath reached the rail base, Figure 35a. As shown in this figure, the arc starting plate, 1/4-inch thick low carbon steel, prevented arc impingement and severe erosion of the insulation layer, Figure 35b. The .060 inch steel side pieces provided good electrical contact with the rail base while extracting a minimum of the weld energy for melting.

As the fusion pattern at the rail base was optimized, the presence of cavities (bubble-like defects) persisted at the fusion boundary near the rail base center, Figure 36. In some cases, the cavity was limited to the run-in material while in others, it extended as much as 3/8 inch into the weld fusion boundary. These cavities were caused by gas entrapment beneath the rail base as the slag bath advanced. Five vent slots 1/4 inch square were milled into the top of the starting block to allow sufficient ventilation but avoid slag loss, Figure 27.

The number and spacing of vent slots was determined by examining welds for cavitation after a single slot had been milled in the center of the block. One slot reduced the cavity size by more than 50%. Two additional vent slots of the same size were added to each side of the original on 3/4 and 1 inch centers. Subsequent welds have produced complete fusion along both sides of the weld joint.

4.3. Arc Starting

The conventional arc starting method with steel wool was dependable for starting a single electrode. In dual electrode applications, however,
one electrode would often "burn back" and fuse to the end of the guide tube, or fail to arc (stubbing), which resulted in shorting. The maintenance of an electrode stickout distance of between 3/4 and 1 inch was essential to eliminate these starting problems. Methods tested to improve arc starting included the use of a high frequency device (normally used for furnace arc starting),* guide tube oscillation, amperage and voltage variations, powdered metal addition, and delaying the start of the second electrode for various periods of time. The high frequency unit and the electrode oscillation methods were of little value. The powdered metal worked well, particularly aluminum powder or filings, but is not advisable because of potential weld contamination.

Staggering the electrode wire positions prior to the weld start was the most dependable procedure for arc starting. One electrode is positioned approximately 1/4 inch from the starting insert, and the second is withdrawn 10 to 12 inches into the guide tube. This method allows the second electrode to enter a partially ionized zone where the molten slag is forming. In addition, the second electrode will enter the weld zone at a velocity of approximately 65 inches per minute rather than 100 inches per minute as with simultaneous arc strikes. Stubbing occurred in each instance when the electrodes were not cut to provide sharply pointed ends for arc starting. Electrode pointing is a standard practice for continuous electrode processes when the electrode is 1/16 inch or greater in diameter.

*Airco Mod. HF 20-1, Output unavailable
4.4. Guide Tube Design

The first guide tubes were designed to deliver the electrode to an area of the joint that corresponded with the recommendations for multiple electrode spacing in plate welds, Figure 19. A 1/4-inch AISI/SAE 1010 steel plate was used to position the electrodes and provide sufficient guide tube current carrying capability, Figure 37. Variations of this design worked well after the slag bath was established, but were ineffective in providing complete fusion across the base of the rail. It was noted that on welds where the plate guide member had earlier and greater contact with the flux, that the slag bath was established more uniformly and with less violent arcing. A guide tube similar to the one in Figure 37 was positioned so the plate was 1/8 inch above the arc starting surface, and the arc was established with one electrode to observe the effect of the plate, Figure 38. The arc transferred from the electrode to the plate corner instantly, and traversed the plate edge to produce an arc zone the full width of the plate within 3 seconds.

A second generation guide tube was developed that established the slag bath more quickly and provided better fusion over the rail base, Figure 39. This was accomplished by adding a standard 3/4 inch structural angle steel piece to the bottom of the guide tube described in Figure 37, and filling the angle cavity with flux. The design was studied by using a special mold set and welding only the base of the rails. This allowed clear observation of a single electrode start and the effect of the larger triangular section during slag bath formation, Figure 40. The slag bath was established over the entire weld starting...
area within 20 seconds, and it was apparent that the larger guide tube area was providing significant improvement in heating of the slag bath.

Eight welds were made with variations of the second generation guide tube, and the presence of unmelted flux at the weld start was completely eliminated. Still, fusion at both sides of the rail base was not satisfactory. It was also evident that fabrication requirements were too complex for economical application. Analysis of the guide tube development thus far revealed that the most significant change had been in the increased volume of the guide plate rather than just its width or thickness. Increased guide tube volume allowed more constant contact between the guide tube and slag bath, which improved thermal distribution. The previous guide tube designs melted off above or just at the top of the slag bath, and caused amperage fluctuations.

The third generation guide tube design consisted of two straight sections of 1/2-inch commercial guide tube divided by 1/2-inch SAE/AISI 1010 steel plate, Figure 41. Triangular pieces of 1/2-inch plate (wings) were added to each side of the lower guide tube to match the width of the rail base. The increased guide tube width provided complete fusion at both outer edges of the rail base.

The final guide tube design is shown in Figure 28. The 1/2 x 1-3/4 inch slot was centered in the guide tube base to improve amperage control during the first three minutes of welding. Without the slot, the added guide tube area resulted in uncontrollable excessive amperage (over 1800 amperes), which tripped thermal safety switches in the machines. The double bevel that reduces the guide tube thickness to 1/8 inch at the
base also helped provide better amperage control. Any rapid change in guide tube area resulted in radical amperage fluctuation and excessive slag bath turbulence.

Closer spacing of the electrodes at the head of the rail would simplify weld set-up, but a 3 inch guide tube width at the rail head was necessary to control the penetration pattern. The guide tube carries approximately 40% of the weld energy to the slag bath while the balance is concentrated where the electrode wires enter. By separating the electrodes with the guide tube plate, the weld energy and, thus, excessive penetration, was reduced at the 3/4-inch rail web. The same consideration improved the fusion pattern at the sides of the rail head by concentrating the electrode wire energy near the water cooled area of the side shoes.

4.5. Electrode Selection

Electrodes with copper coatings were only used when uncoated products were not available. When used with the first two generations of guide tube (with the curved tubing), the copper coating caused erratic electrode feeding and, in some cases, terminated the weld. With the final guide tube design, the copper coating caused no problem as long as the guide tube was properly aligned in the clamping fixture.

Comparison was made between the plain carbon AWS E70S-3, which is the traditional electrode for welding structural carbon steel, and AWS E70T-G, which is a proprietary* tubular electrode with powdered steel.

*Airco, Metal-Cor 6
in the core. Both electrodes were 3/32 inch diameter and uncoated. Under identical welding conditions, the tubular wire provided more dependable arc starting and power control, as shown by the voltage amperage traces in Figure 42. More stable power control reduced slag bath turbulence and less frequency of arcing between the guide tube and rail ends. The E70S-3 electrode was satisfactory for developmental applications, and is more commonly used for ESW; hence, it was used for the majority of welds.

The alloy electrode recommended in the welding procedure (section 3.2) meets requirements for AWS A5.28/ER90S-B3 and had a copper coating. The as-welded electrode chemistry provided by the manufacturer was: .07-.12%C, 2.25-2.75%Cr, .025%S, .45-.60%Si, .40-.70%Mn, .90-1.10%Mo, and .025%Ph. According to work done by M. Scholl, the ER90S-B3 electrode produced a bainitic microstructure throughout the entire weld deposit. The hardness at the top of the rail ranged from 33 HRC at the fusion line to 25 HRC at the weld center. This range complies well with the A.R.E.A. specification of 24 HRC minimum for 136 pound per yard carbon rail steel, Table I.

4.6. Flux Addition

The use of one hundred grams of starting flux was required for rapid establishment of the slag bath. Starting flux has a lower viscosity than running flux and accelerates distribution of the molten slag bath, electrical contact, and solid flux addition during the early stages of slag bath formation.
When the total 550 grams of flux had been added, the slag bath was approximately 3/4 inch deep at the rail base where the joint area was 10 square inches. As the weld progressed to the rail head, the slag was 1-1/4 inches deep in a 4.8 square inch area. Approximately 2-1/4 cubic inches of slag was lost to the slag coating formed between the weld metal and the mold surface. Flux additions of less than 450 grams resulted in poor power stability and lack of fusion at the rail base, while additions exceeding 630 grams caused excessive penetration at the rail web and head. A larger volume of flux was avoided during weld starting to minimize the loss of heat to slag bath formation that could otherwise be directed to melting of the rail base.

Flux addition rates described in step 11 of the welding procedure should be followed closely. When starting flux was not added simultaneously with running flux, weld porosity and excessive melting of the insulating material occurred. If the flux was added too quickly, it did not melt efficiently and was deposited with the slag layer on the surface of the weld. Surface deposits of unmelted flux may become severe enough to prevent establishment of sufficient slag depth. Uneven or excessive flux additions also had the effect of cooling the surface of the slag bath and reducing radiant preheating of the rail base.

4.7. Mold Development

Materials evaluated for mold design included solid OFHC copper, graphite, bonded refractory, and casting sand. Each material had been used successfully by other investigators and in practice for various
degrees of containment or backing in other high deposition welding processes. Each material was evaluated by forming mold components in the shape of the preliminary design and making welds under otherwise uniform conditions. The large mold surface area in contact with the slag bath, and the slow travel speed caused excessive heating and erosion of all the materials except copper. Refractory and zirconium casting sand are both used with high temperature castings and would have been economically suited for an expendable mold design. Both materials, however, were severely eroded causing contamination of the weld metal. Graphite demonstrated only minor erosion under the arc starting area and near the rail head, but fractured extensively when removed from the weld. With the copper mold, minor erosion occurred at the top of the side shoes because of overheating. This was eliminated by addition of water cooling in that area.

The size and angle of the mold cavity and weld reinforcement just above the base of the rail was critical in prevention of slag entrapment and notching of the weld metal as shown in Figure 43. This notch formation was not due to guide tube heat distribution, but due to the sudden cooling effect as the weld progressed from the preheated starting block into the larger side shoes that were near ambient temperature. Both problems were eliminated by delaying the water circulation for 2-1/2 to 3 minutes after the weld start, which in effect provided preheating of the side shoes prior to slag contact.

Similarly, areas with sudden profile changes, including the weld to base metal interface, required radius formations sufficient to minimize
stress riser and notch effects in the finished weld. Intimate contact at right angle intersections of the cooling shoes and the rail allowed the rail steel to melt beyond the mold cavity. As the rail steel melted, a small amount was always displaced by slag which resulted in an undercutting effect similar to that resulting from excessive voltage, Figure 12. A larger radius or spacing at the shoe/rail steel intersection reduced the cooling rate of the slag and allowed the heavier molten steel to displace all but a thin layer of solid slag at the shoe surface. A major consideration in mold cavity design was to provide 1/4-inch minimum clearance between the guide tube and mold surface. Therefore, as the guide tube designs were changed, the mold cavity was modified accordingly.

The final mold cavity pattern was partially determined by postweld examination of the cavity surface for arc pitting and areas that had obstructed mold removal. As these conditions were corrected, effort was also made to produce a symmetrical overall pattern that resulted in greater guide tube clearance than was actually required.

Because of continual mold modification and variations in weld procedures, it was not possible to determine the life expectancy of a copper mold set. However, one set of shoes was used for over 30 welds without excessive wear.

4.8. Weld Characterization

The electroslag rail weld condition and appearance are generally described in section 3.4. A more detailed description of the weld and heat affected zone is best achieved by comparison to the thermit process.
4.8.1. Fusion and HAZ Patterns. Typical fusion and heat affected zone patterns through the longitudinal rail and weld center section are shown in Figure 44. The width of the fusion zone averages 1-3/4 inches at the bottom of the rail and increases to 2-1/2 inches at the top of the rail head. The heat affected zone is proportional to the fusion zone, and averages 3/4 inch, except at the rail base where it increases to 1-1/4 inches because of preheating. Figure 45 shows a comparable section of a thermit rail weld made with a 1 inch joint spacing and 5 minute preheat. The thermit fusion zone averages 1-7/16 inches over the length of the weld, and the heat affected zone ranges from 7/8 inch at the rail base to 1-1/4 inches at the head. 38

4.8.2. Form-factor. A longitudinal section at the center of the rail and weld are shown in Figure 46. The weld was made with E70S-3 filler metal, which enhances the solute dumping lines and more clearly demonstrates the form-factor produced by the final welding procedure. Even though solute bands are present in the alloy weld, they are not well defined for photographic purposes.

The solute dumping lines and darker regions of the weld metal in Figure 46 clearly show carbon concentrations that vary with the volume of rail steel dilution. As the slag bath enters the runout mold, the rail steel dilution is eliminated and the shading of the weld metal in area "A" is changed accordingly. The results of the vertical weld center hardness traverse ("A" from Figure 46) are shown in Figure 47, and the carbon analysis results from the same region of an identical weld are shown in Figure 48. Both hardness and carbon content peaks are located
at a distance equal to the weld pool depth below the rail base and head. The form-factor in Figure 46 is typical of ESRW and ranges from 5.45 at the top of the rail base to 2.33 at the rail head.

4.8.3. Hardness Data. Hardness traverse plots through the heat affected zone of the rail head (traverse B) and base (traverse C) are shown in Figure 49. The peak hardness in the heat affected zone of the ESRW is 33 HRC compared with 34 HRC in the typical thermit weld.\textsuperscript{38} Weld metal hardness analysis are not included since the high heat input of ESRW makes the weld hardness more dependent upon electrode chemistry than welding procedure. Surface decarburization of the new rail steel used for this project was approximately 1/32 inch deep, which prevented valid Rockwell hardness data from the rail rolling surface. Detailed weld metal hardness and other mechanical property data from the weld and heat affected zone have been reported elsewhere.\textsuperscript{33}

The range of heat affected zone hardness for the ESRW was 22-33 HRC. A hardness traverse for a typical thermit weld is shown in Figure 50 and has a range of 22-34 HRC.\textsuperscript{33} These values relate to the American Railway Engineering Association Specification (part 2, 1979) that requires a minimum Brinell Hardness of 248 (24 HRC).

4.8.4. Weld Quality. Transverse and longitudinal vertical sections of an ESRW made with ER90S-B3 alloy, including the runout, are shown in Figure 51. Conspicuous absence of voids or gross inclusions in either weld section exemplifies one of the major advantages of ESRW, and the pipe and very small slag inclusions present in the runout are completely
eliminated by removal of the runout during the normal welding procedure. The transverse thermit weld section in Figure 52 exhibits typical inclusion and porosity conditions. The uniform grain structure of the thermit weld is in sharp contrast to the directional and non-uniform microstructure of ESW. The weld metal deposition rate that produced this contrast also accounts for the difference in weld quality. The thermit weld metal is rapidly poured into the preheated mold and solidifies at an accelerating rate from all surfaces, causing entrapment of gases and other impurities. ESRW metal is deposited over a slowly solidifying vertical front, which allows time for gases and oxides to partition to the lighter slag, and finally the runout for removal during weld finishing.

Rapid deposition ESW plate welding studies have shown that high quality welds can be produced while decreasing weld time by as much as 60%. These studies have evaluated combinations of reduced joint spacing, use of modified plate guide tube or strip electrodes, and increased amperage and electrode feed rates. With exception of the strip electrode, variations of these methods were used with ESRW. Welding time was reduced to 14-1/2 minutes while retaining the high quality of the "weld metal". However, welds made in less than sixteen minutes resulted in heat affected zone hot cracking within 2 to 4 grain widths of the fusion boundary, Figure 53. Sulfur prints in Figure 22 show the sulfur concentration in a transverse rail section and a longitudinal section of a weld. Chemical analysis of these rail sections revealed compositions by weight percent of .73C, .043S, .033P, and .93Mn.
4.9. Repair Conditions

Prior to improvement of the electrode straightener and use of the modified insulator to aid guide tube positioning, undercut occurred at the top of the rail base in approximately 20% of the welds. In most cases, the undercut was limited to one area and was no more than 1/8 inch deep and 3/8 inch wide. The repair procedure in section 3.3 was developed to allow full-scale testing of these welds without unnecessary delay to other areas of ESRW development. An example of undercutting and the repair weld is shown in Figure 54. The shielded metal arc weld produced a pearlitic microstructure in the weld metal and merely refined the heat affected zone pearlite in both the rail steel and ESW, ER90S-B3 weld metal. The repair weld had Rockwell C hardness values of 20 in the weld metal, 29 in the rail steel HAZ and 28 in the ESRW steel heat affected zone. The repair procedure is easily performed and could foreseeably be applied to ESRW applications where rail conditions prohibit proper mold positioning or use on mis-matched rails.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Conclusions

1. With the development of a multi-section copper mold assembly, a composite weld starting block, and a dual electrode plate guide tube, standard 136 pound per yard carbon steel railroad rail has been successfully welded utilizing the consumable guide electroslag process.

2. The size of the weld starting area has been significantly reduced by using a ceramic backed thin steel insert as a consumable portion of the starting block. The depth of the starting area was reduced further by locating the end of the plate guide tube 1/8 to 1/4 inch from the starting insert, which improved heat distribution during early slag bath formation.

3. Arc initiation dependability for the dual electrode system has been significantly improved by providing a 3/4 to 1 inch electrode wire stickout for each electrode and delay of initiation for the second electrode. The second electrode thus enters a partially formed slag bath at a lower velocity than it would during a simultaneous start.

4. A plate guide tube can be used to improve heat distribution over the slag bath. Where required, it may be designed to increase or reduce thermal concentrations in specific regions of a weld. A major requirement for effective use of the guide tube in this manner is to provide a sufficient guide tube volume to maintain contact with the slag bath surface.
5.2. Recommendations

It is anticipated that prior to service implementation of ESRW, the following investigations and improvements will be made.

1. The starting insert and insulation geometry will be improved and formed as a single part or as a trough with separate end pieces.

2. The guide tube design will be simplified for fabrication purposes and to improve welding power stability.

3. The guide tube clamping fixture on the electrode feeder will be designed to allow rapid positioning of the guide tube after preheating the rail ends and starting block.

4. Use of solid copper side shoes rather than the water cooled design should be investigated to improve process portability.

5. Use of a single thin strip electrode rather than the dual wire electrode should be investigated. It is anticipated that a single strip electrode would improve heat distribution, weld starting, and simplicity of the guide tube design. In addition, a single weld length electrode role, along with a premeasured flux packet and guide tube, could be provided more easily for each weld.

6. Use of constant current welding power sources should be investigated. This system would vary the electrode (wire or strip) feed rate while maintaining a constant current and varying voltage for a more precise control of weld deposition and regional heating. This system may also be more compatible with automatic controls.

7. In the event that the constant current power source does not perform as expected, a sensing system or programmed control should be developed for use with the more sensitive constant voltage power sources in present use.
8. By using engine driven generators for welding power sources, ESRW can be applied as a portable welding process. Two generators rated at 700 amperes and 100% duty cycle would provide adequate welding power for the process as it is presently designed.
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Appendix I.

GLOSSARY OF RAIL STEEL TERMINOLOGY

Brand--Rail identification rolled in raised characters on the side of the web of each rail a minimum of every 16 feet. The brand must include the data and order of arrangement as shown in the example below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Weight)</th>
<th>(Section)</th>
<th>(Method of Hydrogen Elimination, if Indicated in Brand)</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>132 RE</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td></td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stamping--The heat number, rail letter indicating the order the rail is taken from the heat, ingot number, and method of hydrogen elimination stamped into the web of each rail a minimum of every 16 feet on the side opposite the brand. The data and arrangement shall be as shown below in 5/8 inch figures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Heat Number)</th>
<th>(Rail Letter)</th>
<th>(Ingot Number)</th>
<th>(Method of Hydrogen Elimination, if Indicated in Stamping)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>287165</td>
<td>ABCDEFGH</td>
<td>12 BC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Track System Description--(on next page)
Track System Description—(cont.)

Transverse Section
Appendix II.

RAIL CHEMISTRY

American Railway Engineering Association (AREA) and American Society for Testing of Materials (ASTM) Specifications for 136 pound per yard carbon steel rail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AREA</td>
<td>0.70-</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.75-</td>
<td>0.10-</td>
<td>0.00-</td>
<td>0.00-</td>
<td>0.00-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTM</td>
<td>0.69-</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.70-</td>
<td>0.10-</td>
<td>0.00-</td>
<td>0.00-</td>
<td>0.00-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chemistry of rail heats and welds in this investigation as determined by spark spectro-analysis (in wt.%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Al</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rail #</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail #</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20304</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail #</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14192</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESRW</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>1.827</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER905-B3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermit</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>1.093</td>
<td>0.366</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weld</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix III.

SULPHUR PRINTING

The surface of interest to be tested for distribution of sulphur should be reasonably smooth and free from foreign matter, such as dirt and grease. Grinding the surface on No. 00 or No. 000 emery paper and subsequent thorough washing will generally produce a surface satisfactory for the purpose.

Photographic bromide paper is soaked in a 2% aqueous solution of sulphuric acid for approximately 3-4 minutes. This operation, as well as the entire process of sulphur printing, may be carried out in daylight; contrary to the usual requirements for the handling of photographic paper. Although in principle any surface finish on the paper will produce the desired results, it is recommended that a semi-matte paper be used, so as to minimize the danger of slippage when the paper is placed in contact with the specimen surface. The action of the dilute acid on the gelatin of the paper tends to make it soft and slimy, this condition being decidedly worse on glossy-finished paper than on semi-matte.

The paper is removed from the acid solution and allowed to drain free from excess solution. The emulsion side of the paper is then placed in direct contact with the prepared specimen surface and allowed to remain in contact under moderately applied pressure for 1 or 2 minutes. Care must be taken that all entrapped air bubbles between the paper and the specimen surface are eliminated. This may be assured by carefully pressing with a squeegee print roller.
The reaction of the sulphuric acid with the sulphide regions of the steel produces hydrogen sulphide gas, which reacts with the silver bromide in the paper emulsion, forming a characteristic brown to gray-black deposit of silver sulphide. These reactions may be expressed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{FeS} + \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 & \rightarrow \text{FeSO}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{S} \\
\text{MnS} + \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 & \rightarrow \text{MnSO}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{S} \\
\text{H}_2\text{S} + 2\text{AgBr} & \rightarrow \text{Ag}_2\text{S} + 2\text{HBr}
\end{align*}
\]

When the reaction has proceeded for approximately the recommended length of time, the photographic paper is removed from the surface of the specimen, rinsed in clear running water, and then fixed permanently by placing it in a photographic fixing solution for about 15 minutes. When fixation is completed, the print is again washed in running water for approximately 30 minutes and subsequently dried in the usual manner.

The examination of a properly prepared sulphur print will disclose quite clearly, because of the presence of darkly colored areas of silver sulphide, the precise location of sulphur inclusions on the prepared surface of the metal. A grouping or agglomeration of such silver sulphide areas indicates the presence of sulphur segregation, whereas a random dispersion of the spots denotes a more uniform, and perhaps less harmful, distribution of the sulphur inclusions.

(Taken from Kehl, "The Principles of Metallographic Laboratory Practice", Third Edition.)
Appendix IV.

DYE-PENETRANT INSPECTION PROCEDURE

1. Preclean the area to be inspected by using a vapor degreaser or a residue-free volatile solvent, such as lacquer thinner, trichlorethylene, or chlorothene. Surfaces and flaws must be free of all soil. Improperly precleaned defects can lead to failure of the process. Power brushing or abrasive blasting should not be used as it may close the surface exposure of small cracks or holes.

2. After the cleaning solvent has completely evaporated from the surface and flaws, apply penetrant to the clean, dry surface. Allow a minimum of 5 minutes penetrant time. Increase penetration time if temperature is below 60°F or if unusually tight flaws, such as grinding cracks, fatigue cracks or laps, are suspected, or if thorough precleaning is not possible. Do not apply to surfaces over 140°F.

3. Remove excess penetrant from the surface as completely as possible, but avoid overcleaning. On smooth surfaces, wiping with clean, dry rags or paper toweling followed by wiping gently with clean rags or toweling moistened with commercial penetrant remover is recommended. Rough surfaces may require more severe wiping or a washdown with commercial emulsifier or water-washable remover.
4. Developer should be applied in a thin, even wet coating onto the dry surface. A thick coating can mask microscopic defects. Red marks in the white developer indicate presence of flaws. Flaws may appear the instant developer dries, but final inspection and interpretation should be made at least a few minutes later.

5. Interpretation of flaw indications may be made from the rate and extent of bleeding as well as from the richness of the red-colored flaw patterns on the white developer background. The rate of bleeding and color richness indicate the width and depth of the defect, while the extent of bleeding indicates the volume of the flaw. A wide, shallow defect shows up almost at once, while narrow, deeper flaws may not assume final pattern for some time.

(Dye-Penetrant Information from Met-L-Chek Co., Inc., Santa Monica, CA.)
Appendix V.

CONVERSION TABLE

1 inch (in) = 25.4 millimeters
1 foot (ft) = 0.3048 meters
1 yard (yd) = 0.9144 meters
1 mile = 1.609 kilometers
1 pound (lb) = 453.6 grams
1 ton = 907.185 kilograms

Degree C = (Degree F - 32) * 5/9
Degree F = (Degree C * 1.8) + 32
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